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About the Developing Minds 
Video Library 

The Developing Minds multi- 
media library features the 
work of All Kinds of Minds, 
a private non-profit Institute, 
affiliated with the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. All Kinds of Minds offers 
a broad range of programs 
and resources that enable 
parents, educators, and 
clinicians to help children and 
adolescents with differences 
in learning achieve success 
in school and life. The 
Institute was co-founded by 
Dr. Mel Levine, who for more 
than 25 years has pioneered 
innovative programs to 
enhance the understanding 
and management of 
students' learning difficulties. 
Dr. Levine's comprehensive 
neurodevelopmental model 
draws on research from a 
wide range of disciplines. 
A renowned developmental- 
behavioral pediatrician, 
Dr. Levine is also Professor 
of Pediatrics at the University 
of North Carolina Medical 
School and Director of the 
University's Clinical Center 
for the Study of Development 

Developing Minds is a library of 22 videotapes with accompanying guides. The library is 

designed to help parents and teachers of elementary and middle-school children explore 
differences in learning through the approach and conceptual framework of developmental- 
behavioral pediatrician, author, and professor Dr. Me1 Levine. 

The heart of the collection, which features children and early adolescents with diverse 
learning profiles, is divided into theme and construct videos. The eight theme videos 
focus on children's struggles and successes with skills such as reading, writing, and 
mathematics as well as difficulties in communication, understanding, organization, 
feelings, and behavior. The eight construct videos begin where the theme videos end, 
illuminating breakdowns in such key areas of brain function as attention, memory, 
language, neuromotor, social cognition, temporal-sequential ordering, spatial ordering, 
and higher order cognition. 

Dr. Levine guides viewers through the videos as he and other experts, teachers, parents, 
and children provide commentary and strategies. Together, the videos and print guides 
promote an understanding of learning differences-strengths and weaknesses-and 
strategies that help children become successful learners. This material also gives parents 
and teachers a common language to advance effective communication between home 
and school. 

Getting Thwghts 
..h*r j 

Theme Videos 
Present the learning problems and suc- 
cesses of children and early adolescents 
(40-60 minutes each) 

Mastering the Challenge of Reading 
Getting Thoughts on Paper 
Thinking with Numbers 
Understanding 
Student Output: Producing, 
Performing, and Communicating 
Getting Organized/Work Habits 
Feelings and Motivation 
Behavioral Complications 

Construct Videos 
Provide deeper insight into specific 
neurodevelopmental breakdowns that 
contribute to differences in learning 
(30-60 minutes each) 

Attention 
Language 
Neuromotor Function 
Memory 
Social Cognition 
Temporal-Sequential Ordering 
Spatial Ordering 
Higher Order Cognition 
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How to Use 

Together, this video and guide can be used to increase awareness and gain a deeper 
understanding of children's difficulties with social cognition. The video is organized 
into two areas of social cognition function: verbal pragmatics and social behaviors. Scenes 
feature children in classroom settings who are experiencing social cognitive difficulties, 
such as not being able to make friends or fit in with peers. Dr. Me1 Levine and teachers 
offer practical suggestions to enhance children's social interactions and social cognitive 
abilities. 

The structure of the guide is similar to the video, with information on each of the two 
areas of social cognition as well as a section, Explore the Video, that highlights scenes 
of children struggling to communicate, interpret feelings, present themselves positively, 
and nurture positive relationships with important people. In addition, the guide provides 
a glossary of terms used in the video, a checklist of signs of problems with social cognition, 
a brief background article on social cognition, and resources for further information. 

There are many ways to use these materials, including watching the video alone, working 
with a partner, participating in a teacher or parent study group, or using the video and 
guide at a parent-teacher association gathering. However you choose to use them, these 
materials will provide insight into important difficulties that children experience with 
social cognition. The Viewing Tips on page 7 offer key questions to reflect upon after 
watching. 

Management by Profile Videos 
Introduce a systematic process for 
developing an individualized education- 
al path based on a child's neurodevel- 
opmental strengths and weaknesses; 
A Student Profile showcases a child as 
he moves through the process 
(20-30 minutes each) 

Strategies for Parents 
Strategies for Teachers 
A Student Profile 

lntroduction Videos 
Provide a brief description of the video 
library components; the Parents' and 
Teachers' videos also introduce the 
philosophy and approach of 
Dr. Mel Levine 
(1 0-20 minutes each) 

Video Library Overview 
lntroduction for Parents 
lntroduction for Teachers 

Tips for Using 

Scan the guide and read 
the introduction and back- 
ground article. Watch the 
entire video, then rewatch it, 
using sections of the guide 
to  reinforce what you see. 

To find information that 
addresses your needs, go 
directly to a particular section 
of the guide, such as Explore 
the Video, then view related 
video segments--or refer to 
the guide alone. 

Begin exploring the video 
library with Social Cognition 
for an overview of the topic. 
Then watch related theme 
tapes, such as Behavioral 
Complications, Feelings and 
Motivation, and Student 
Output for information on 
how difficulties with social 
cognition can affect learning. 
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"Being picked on is a big 
problem . . . like people call 
me names every day . .  . . 
Sometimes it makes you 
feel like you want to cry. " 

-Karl, 
sixth grade student 

Introduction 

School is a social experience. Besides needing to communicate and behave appropriately 
during classroom activities, children interact with one another in the cafeteria, in the 
hallways, and on the playground. Children are constantly concerned with making 
friends, getting along with others, and being accepted and respected by their peers and 
teachers. Developing social abilities is an often overlooked yet important contributor to 
a child's well being. 

Children's success with others is influenced by their social cognition-their ability to 
communicate and act in socially acceptable ways. Social cognition enables children to 
interpret others' feelings so they can respond appropriately, present themselves in ways 
that others find appealing, and engage in positive relationships with people who are 
important in their lives. 

"When I use big words, 
sometimes some of the 
other kids don't under- 
stand them, and they're 
like, 'Smart guy-thinks 
he's smart. '" 

-Nicholas, 
seventh grade student 

Weaknesses in verbal pragmatics (communication skills) and social behaviors may make 
it difficult for some children to build and maintain positive relationships. They may do 
and say things that lead others to tease, shun, or bully them. These children may then 
expend a lot of energy avoiding humiliation and finding ways to save face. Sometimes, 
they, too, initiate inappropriate teasing, avoidance of others, or bullying. As social 
problems escalate, children may resist attending school. 

Dr. Me1 Levine and other researchers have begun to develop an understanding of the 
neurodevelopmental underpinnings of social cognition. Research indicates that different 
kinds of brain functions-such as attention, memory, neuromotor, and language-may 
contribute to children's social cognition. As Dr. Levine points out, "Social cognition 
doesn't operate independently . . . it's connected to other [functions]." For example, 
children with attention problems may say or do things without thinking ahead, which 
may put them at a social disadvantage. 
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To better understand social cognition and its impact on a child's schooling and well 
being, Dr. Levine has defined two important areas for focus-verbal pragmatics and 
social behaviors. 

Verbal Pragmatics 
Verbal pragmatics is the ability to use and understand language within social situations. 
It includes the following five functions: code switching, topic selection and maintenance, 
humor regulation, conversational technique, and communication and interpretation 
of feelings. 

Code switching is the ability to know how to speak differently depending on the situation 
and the person involved. Most children know they should speak in a different way 
to a police officer than they would to a classmate. When children do not practice code 
switching with their peers, they may be teased or criticized. Children who use big or 
technical words that peers do not understand may sound so sophisticated or professorial 
that peers consider them "show offs" or "know-it-alls." 

Topic selection and maintenance involves picking the right topic for the situation and 
staying with it for an appropriate amount of time. Difficulties may arise when children talk 
about the wrong thing or don't know when they have talked too long on a certain topic. 

Humor regulation involves using tasteful and appropriate humor and responding to 
other people's jokes. Children who have difficulty regulating their humor may appear 
too somber or elated for a situation, or they may not realize that their humor is not 
being perceived by others as funny. 

Conversational technique is the ability to engage in the give and take of verbal interactions. 
It involves sharing the conversation-giving the other person a chance to talk, responding 
in appropriate ways to others, listening, and initiating discussion. 

Verbal pragmatics also includes communication and interpretation of feelings. This 
function involves the ability of a person to convey his or her feelings through language 
and to correctly interpret another speaker's feelings. Children with difficulties in this 
area may sound abrasive or angry without intending to. Or they may decide incorrectly 
that a speaker is angry with them. 

Social Behaviors 
Social behaviors involve the nonverbal actions in social situations that help to foster 
optimal relationships with others. Social behaviors include collaboration, social control 
regulation, confZict resolution, political acumen, self-marketing, social information processing, 
initiation technique, timing and staging of relationships, and social conceptualization. 

A major part of social behaviors is collaboration, or the ability to cooperate and work 
well with others. Children who have difficulty collaborating typically have problems in 
classroom and home activities where teamwork is important. These children may not 
know how to form alliances with peers in ways that allow them to meet shared goals. 

The ability to maintain the right balance of give and take while relating to others is 
called social control regulation. Often, children with weak social control regulation 
either are too domineering or too passive in relationships. 

"Social success with 
peers is of paramount 
importance to most 
school children. The 
avoidance of humiliation 
at all costs is a relentless 
campaign, as is the 
quest for friendship. " 

-Dr. Mel Levine 
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Conflict resolution involves resolving interpersonal disagreements. Many children who 
have difficulty relating to others may resort to resolving conflicts through verbal or 
physical aggression, or they may passively withdraw without solving the conflict. 

Political acumen refers to how well a person can interact with people who are important 
or influential in their lives or in a specific situation. This ability allows children to form 
and nurture important relationships with such people as teachers, coaches, or influential 
peers. 

Social behaviors also include: 
self-marketing-a set of skills-such as an awareness of how one comes across to others 
through dress, actions, and interests-that enables children to build and display an 
appealing image to others. 
social information processing-which enables children to figure out the true meaning 
or agenda in a social encounter. 
initiation technique-which allows children to form relationships or enter into social 
activities easily. 
timing and staging of relationships-which enables children to know when it is okay to 
do something in an interaction, such as pacing interactions well or not taking liberties 
with new acquaintances. 
social conceptualization-which helps children understand the meaning of different kinds 
of relationships, such as what it means to be a friend. 

- - -- 

Social Cognition Diagram 
This diagram offers a visual representation of the areas of social cognition presented 
in the video. 

uses and understands languagl social contexts 

interprets a speaker's feelings correctly and 
responds accordingly 

knows what to talk about when, with who 

presents self in ways that others find acceptab 
(e.g., dresses appropriately) 

I is coooerative and collaborates well with others I 

understands the meaning of different kinds of 
relationships (e.g., with friends, with teachers) 
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Viewing Aids 

The Glossary and Signs of Problems with Social Cognition explain concepts 

presented in the video. Refer t o  them while you view the video, or afterward when 

thinking about how you might help a particular child. 

/ 

Glossary 

accommodations: adjustments 
to tasks that work around a child's 
neurodevelopmental differences or 
weak skills; sometimes referred to as 
bypass strategies 

brainstorming: generating and 
thinking through original ideas 

code switching: being able to tailor 
one's conversation to the individual and 
the situation; for example, talking politely 
to adults or using slang with peers 

collaboration: working or playing 
in a cooperative manner with others 

conflict resolution: resolving 
interpersonal disagreement without 
aggression 

conversational technique: listening 
and speaking appropriately with others; 
showing give and take in verbal 
interactions 

demystification: the process of helping 
children understand-and have the 
terms necessary for coping with-their 
learning strengths and weaknesses 

dysfunction: weakness in any neurode- 
velopmental process, for example, not 
having enough mental energy to complete 
a task 

expressive language: the ways in 
which thoughts are communicated in 
speaking or writing; expressive language 
abilities allow children to participate in 
class discussion, explain their ideas orally, 
and communicate thoughts in writing 

humor regulation: making use 
of tasteful, appropriate humor and 
responding to other people's jokes 

metacognition: thinking about one's 
own thinking; for example, focusing not 
only on what you have to learn, but how 
you are going to understand it 

neurodevelopmental functions: 
brain-based processes needed to acquire 
and produce knowledge, skills, and 
approaches to learning 

political acumen: acting properly; 
nurturing positive relationships with 
important people, such as teachers 
and student leaders 

problem solving: applying a systematic, 
stepwise approach to resolving challenges 

self-marketing: building and presenting 
an image that is appealing to others 

-- 

A 

social behaviors: acting in ways that 
foster optimal relationships with others 

social conceptualization: 
understanding the meaning of friendship 
and other kinds of relationships 

social control regulation: maintaining 
the optimal level of personal choice 
or will when interacting with others; 
demonstrating give and take; not 
being too dominant or too passive 

social information processing: 
figuring out the intentions, feelings, 
and motives of another person in a 
social encounter 

timing and staging of 
relationships: knowing how to pace 
a relationship, e.g., when it i s  okay to 
do what in a relationship or interaction 

topic selection and maintenance: 
knowing what to talk about, when, with 
whom, and for how long; for example, 
selecting appropriate subjects to discuss 
with classmates 

verbal pragmatics: using and 
understanding language in social 
contexts 
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Signs of Problems with 
Social Cognition 

Verbal Pragmatics Social Behaviors - 

* may sound abrasive, angry, or negative without intending * dresses inappropriately for his or her peer group 
to come across that way * invades others' personal space-gets too close to people 

* does not switch communication style when interacting when interacting 
with different people (e.g., uses slang when meeting an tends to have adversarial relationshi~s with ~eers 
adult; sounds tao grown up when with other children 

lves conflicts by arguing or fighting 
makes statements about inappropriate topics durir 

trouble making new friends 
a class discussion 

either too dominant or too passive in interactions with 
has trouble using or understanding humor--can't 
a joke, uses humor that offends others antagonizes people in authori$ fgils to connect with 

important to him or her &> 
tries to dominate conversations-does not liste, ,, ,nterrupl "..,pJ 

is unable to read the true meaning behind different 
does not pick up on the true feelings behind what anoth 

ncounters or the meaning of different sorts 
person is sayina 
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Explore the Video 

Go to these scenes to reinforce what you see in the video or to focus your discussion. 

Verbal Pragmatics 

1. Nicholas explains to Dr. Levine that his use of big words bothers other children. 

General strategies to help children develop code 
switching abilities include: 

making a recording of the child talking-play it back and 
discuss how he sounds, exploring when code switching may 
be necessary 

giving examples of situations when it would be appropriate 
to use big words 

explaining why peers may become annoyed at the use 
of big words 

complimenting a child on his advanced vocabulary 

modeling different ways of speaking in different situations- 
in class, paraphrase a child's sophisticated language into words 
his peers can understand 

2. Ben has difficulty selecting conversation topics and staying with one for an 
appropriate amount of time. 

Ben's teacher, Mr. Delios, supports him by: 

interacting with him frequently 

limiting his response time to help Ben adhere to the topic 

calling on him to answer questions when there 
is sufficient time 

giving him feedback in private about what happens when 
he goes on too long with his answers 

3. Brooks likes to be silly, but sometimes uses the wrong kind of humor. 

Some general strategies that help children regulate 
their humor include: 

meeting with a child in private to review specific instances 
when his humor was not well matched to the circumstances 

being honest about what happened as a result of inappropriate 
joking-perhaps it created a problem for someone else, 
or there were negative reactions in general from peers 

Viewing Tips 

Watch the entire video t o  
get a sense of the concepts 
and issues presented. Then 
watch the parts that interest 
you again. 

View the video wi th a 
partner or in a small gro 
then discuss it. Consider the 
following questions: H 
do problems with social 
cognition affect a chi1 
academic and nonaca 
performance? Which strategies 
are effective for helping 
children become more s 
competent? Are the 
strategies you migh 
to try? 

Watch the video with 
a child who has social 
difficulties, then discuss your 
reactions. Have siblings watch 
the video to gain under- 
standing of their brother'? 
or sister's struggles with 

affirming a child's sense of humor, but acknowledging that 
joking moments need to be more carefully chosen 
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"We want to develop social 
cognitive awareness and 
social cognitive abilities 
in all children, and I think 
we can. I think if we look 
closely at a child. . . we 
can help him correct 
social skill weaknesses. " 

-Dr. Mel Levine 

4. Children can be helped to develop their conversational technique. 

I 
Ms. McClain helps her class understand the reciprocal 
nature of conversation by: 

playing a game in which children interview partners 

having children describe what a good listener looks and acts like 

describing and using examples of listening skills 

asking children to repeat important points from the 
conversation to themselves while still listening 

Social Behaviors 

1. Teachers can use role-playing activities to help children learn more about collaboration. 

For this teamwork role play, the teacher: 

assigns roles to children-one child is asked to be domineering 

asks children to reflect afterwards on how they felt working in 
the group 

encourages the child who took on the domineering role to 
share how she felt, too 

discusses the consequences of behaving in uncooperative ways 

2. Marshall is portrayed as having a lot of knowledge, but being too passive within 
a group of peers. 

His teacher describes Marshall: 

being in the periphery a lot during group projects 

acting "goofy" to cover for an inability to express what he 
wants to say 

having a higher comfort level when he is given opportunities 
to practice presentations before getting in front of peers 
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3. Damian is a child who handles social conflict with out-of-control anger. 

His teacher describes how Damian: 

sometimes gets very close to other children and screams 
at them 

didn't understand why other children began to exclude him 

w is learning to recognize what behaviors are socially inappropriate 

4. Ben reports to Dr. Levine that he is someone who does not want to win over other kids 
and be popular. 

Following this exchange with Ben, Dr. Levine 
notes that: 

an important part of social cognition is political acumen- 
or the ability to form relationships with people who can make 
a difference in your life 

one of the ways children develop political skills is by 
interacting with teachers 

it's okay if children want to do things on their own, but adults 
need to make sure children can form relationships if they 
need to 

"He used to blow up and 
get about three inches 
from kids' faces-and 
yell at them.. . . Then, he 
couldn't understand why 
they were excluding him 
the next time. So 1 pulled 
him aside, at a very 
different time, and 
explained . . . what I 
saw happening and why 
I thought the next time 
i t  wasn't very comfortable 
for him to be with those 
children. And he's doing 
much better. " 

-lane Adolf, 
third grade teacher 
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"I  think the adult world 
needs to be very much 
aware that children have 
to build their social abilities 
as they get older, and that 
this is a critical part of 
everyone% development 
and everyone's education." 

-Dr. Mel Levine 

Home and School Collaboration 
A child with difficulties in social cognition can present a complex set of problems both 
at home and at school. Frustration and anxiety can complicate the conversation between 
parents and teachers about what to do. Respect for each other and open communication 
can reduce tension and enable parents and teachers to benefit from one another's expertise 
and knowledge of the child from different perspectives. Working together, parents, teachers, 
and the children themselves can inform one another about how to best address the child's 
social cognition issues. 

Parents and Teachers 
Communicating about 
Social Cognition 
Schedule a parent-teacher meeting to share 
information when you suspect a child is 
having difficulty socially. The following 
"talking points" can help structure the 
discussion. 

Share observations of the child's 
social cognition profile and discuss 
where the breakdown is occurring. 
What are the worries or concerns? Does 
the child have a particular weakness with 
verbal pragmatics-communicating and 
understanding language in social situations 
-or with behaving in socially appropriate 
ways? Are difficulties in attention, memory, 
or language affecting the child's ability 
to interact socially? Does the child have 
similar problems at home and at school? 

Identify and discuss the child's 
strengths and interests. 
How can they be used to improve his or 
her social cognition? For a child who loves 
football, build a discussion around the 
importance of teamwork and collaboration. 
For a child who enjoys making movies, 
encourage him or her to make home videos, 
then discuss with family members the 
interactions in the videos. 

Discuss possible strategies. What have 
you tried that has been successful and not 
so successful? Are there strategies that 
might work both at home and at school? 
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Acknowledge emotional reactions 
to the situation. Discuss how children 
who struggle socially can become frustrated 
or angry. They may give up and withdraw 
from social situations. Talk through specific 
examples to identify possible sources of 
their social problems. 

Discuss appropriate next steps. 
Establish a plan for ongoing discussion 
and problem solving. Should specialists 
be consulted? Does the school guidance 
counselor or school psychologist offer 
groups to improve social abilities? How 
can you best advocate for the child? 

When a problem with social 
cognition has been specified: 

Learn more about social cognition 
from other experts, reference books, 
and Web sites. (See Resources beginning 
on page 19.) 

Seek assistance from colleagues and 
experienced parents, professional 
organizations, and support groups. 

Request that the school's learning 
specialist or guidance counselor observe 
the child, then consult with you on 
strategies to use in the classroom and 
at home. 

Investigate the availability of 
professional help from pediatricians, 
school psychologists, or social workers. 



Talking with Children about 
Their strengths and Weaknesses 
"In the adult world, what really counts is how strong your strengths are, not how weak your 
weaknesses are. " -Dr. Mel Levine 

Moments of frustration as well as pride are common for children who have difficulty 
interacting socially and for the adults who work with them. Some children give up and 
see themselves as failures. Others exhibit behavioral complications that relate to difficulties 
in social cognition. Dr. Levine suggests using a process called demystification, which, 
through open discussion with supportive adults, helps children learn to put borders 
around their differences and understand that, like everyone else, they have strengths and 
weaknesses. This process creates a shared sense of optimism that the child and adult are 
working toward a common goal, and that social problems can be managed successfully. 
The following suggestions can help you demystify children's problems with social cognition. 

Eliminate any stigma. Empathy can 
reduce children's frustration and anxiety 
about their difficulties with social cognition. 
Emphasize that no one is to blame, and 
that you know they often need to work 
harder to relate well to others. Explain 
that everyone has strengths and weaknesses 
in interacting with others. Reassure children 
that you will help them find ways that 
work for them. Share an anecdote about 
how you handled a social problem or an 
embarrassing situation. 

Discuss strengths and interests. Help 
children find their strengths. Use concrete 
examples and avoid false praise. You might 
say to a child who is a video game expert, 
"Did you see how the other children were 
admiring how you played that game? 
I bet they would like tips on how to 
improve their performance." Identify 
books, videos, Web sites, or places in the 
community that can help children build 
on their strengths and interests. 

Discuss areas of weakness. Use plain 
language to explain what aspect of social 
cognition is difficult for the child. You 
might say, "You may have difficulty with 
working in cooperative learning groups 
because you start working without asking 
others about their ideas. They may like 
working with you better if you give every- 
one a chance to contribute." 

Emphasize optimism. Help children 
realize that they can improve-they can 
work on their weaknesses and make 
their strengths stronger. Point out future 
possibilities for success given their current 
strengths. Help children build a sense of 
control over their learning by encouraging 
them to feel accountable for their own 
progress. For example, when a child who 
makes verbal blunders learns what to say 
to repair miscommunications, he or she 
can become more responsible over time 
for remembering to use this strategy. 

Identify an ally. Help children locate 
a mentor-a favorite teacher or a coach- 
who will work with and support them. 
Explain that children can help themselves 
by sharing how they learn best. Older 
children can explain the strategies that 
work for them, while younger ones may 
need adult support. Encourage children 
to be active partners with their allies. 

Protect from humiliation. Help 
children strengthen self-esteem and 
maintain pride by protecting them from 
public humiliation related to their 
difficulties in social cognition. Always 
avoid criticizing children in public and 
protect them from embarrassment in 
front of siblings and classmates. When 
children make an incorrect statement 
or an inappropriate comment, let them 
know that it is okay to make mistakes. 

Management 
by Profile 

Demystification-helping 
children understand their 
neurodevelopmental 
strengths and weaknesses- 
is part of Management by 
Profile, a process developed 
by Dr. Levine and All Kinds 
of Minds for managing the 
education of children w~th  
differences in learning. 
Teachers, parents, and 
the children themselves 
participate in developing a 
learning plan for the child 
that includes strengthening 
of strengths, accommodations, 
interventions at the break- 
down points, and protection 
from humiliation. 

For more information 
on Management by 
Profile, see the 
Management by Profile 
guide and the videos, 
Strategies for Parents, 
Strategies for Teachers, 
and A Student Profile. 
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Strategy Tips 

Decide which strategies to 
try by observing the child 
and identifying the ways in 
which he or she learns best. 

It may take several 
attempts to see positive 
results from one strategy. 
Don't give up too soon. 

if the first few strategies 
you try do not improve the 
child3 skills, try others. 

Most of these strategies 
can be adapted for use with 
different age groups. 

Strategies to Try 

You may use the strategies on the following pages to help children who are experiencing 
problems with social cognition. Many of these strategies are accommodations-they work 
around a child's differences by offering alternative approaches. For example, establishing 
a signal you can use to cue a child when he is talking too long. Other strategies are designed 
to specifically strengthen a weakness, such as explicitly teaching children to empathize. 
From the strategies suggested below, select those that you and the child think might 
work best. 

General Strategies 
Create a healthy environment. At the beginning of the school year, discuss topics 
such as the effects of bullying, name calling, and teasing. Encourage children to consider 
the feelings of others and engage them in ways to reduce negative interactions. Parents 
can have similar discussions at home, using sibling and neighborhood examples. 

Encourage supported risk taking. Make sure children do not feel they will be 
picked on or scorned when contributing in the classroom. Support children for trying 
and make it a norm that everyone is allowed to make mistakes. Do not allow others to 
laugh at a child when he makes a mistake or offers an incorrect answer. 

Teach children how to empathize. Conduct activities in which children play the 
roles of others. Discuss how others might feel in uncomfortable situations. 

Establish a relationship based on trust. Parents and teachers should communicate 
with children who are having social difficulties. Talk to the child about social setbacks 
and help her to develop other ways of behaving. Empathize with the child when she 
confides a hurtful experience. 

Encourage the child to describe social encounters. Ask questions such as, 
"What's it like in the lunchroom?" or "What happened after you said that?" 

Teach social concepts. Engage children in discussions that define and build under- 
standing of concepts such as friendship, a team, fair play, sportsmanship, and sharing. 
Point to examples in stories, movies, and everyday life. 

Use case vignettes. Provide short stories of characters with social problems and have 
children analyze them. Have children suggest alternative ways the characters could have 
acted or alternative things they could have said. 

Sensitize children to negative labels. Define and discuss labels that often are used 
in name calling (e.g., nerd, geek, wimp, tubby). Help children understand the long-lasting 
effects of calling others names. 

Be honest. Sometimes children do not realize that a topic or behavior is inappropriate 
(e.g., talking about imaginary friends after the third grade). Explain to the child in private 
that such topics or public behaviors are not always appropriate and may result in adverse 
peer reactions (e.g., laughing behind the child's back). 
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Give children chances to interact. In classrooms, set up nonacademic opportunities 
for children to interact with others in groups (e.g., board games, computer projects). 
At home, engage children in conversations around activities. 

Establish discussion groups. Encourage children to talk about their interests, 
experiences, and preferences in groups. Give every child a chance to be a group leader. 

Accept a child's decision not to play the social game. Understand that some 
children may not want to be any more sociable than they are. When children indicate 
that this is the case, help them see the possible consequences so they can make a more 
informed decision. 

Post social skills. When asking children to practice social skills, post a list of them in 
a visible location. For example, post a chart of what one would expect to SEE and HEAR 
in a cooperative group setting if children are working together effectively. 

Verbal Pragmatics 
Model and reinforce ways of code switching. Describe the type of language used 
in different social situations and conduct role-playing activities for these situations. Help 
children improve their own code switching. For example, after a child has used a word 
that is too technical for peers or siblings, say to her, "You are making a good point. 
I think what you are saying is . . . " and then paraphrase what she has said in more 
appropriate language. 

Use signals or cues. Teach children a secret gesture or sign that you will use to cue them 
when they are having difficulty using language effectively in a social situation. For 
example, when teachers or parents notice that a child is talking too long, they might 
raise their hand or tap their head. 

Conduct follow-up discussions. After a child has spoken in a socially inappropriate 
way (e.g., talked too long, talked about an inappropriate subject), talk to him in private. 
Discuss why his statements created a problem for others. 

Discuss humor. Talk to children about appropriate and inappropriate forms of humor. 
Offer specific examples of incidents in which a child may have thought he was being 
funny, when in reality the joke or statement was perceived by others as embarrassing. 
Explain the difference between friendly jokinglteasing and rude remarks. Discuss with 
the child those topics that are not appropriate for friendly joking (e.g., death, poverty). 

Teach listening skills. Ask children to describe a good listener. Have children practice 
listening skills in activities such as pretend interviews. 

Dissect a conversation. Analyze conversations by identifying specific techniques, such 
as allowing for give and take (i.e., not giving a monologue), responding to what people 
have said in positive ways, and listening. Help children practice effective conversational 
techniques in role-playing activities. 

Teach children ways to repair miscommunications. Practice statements such as: 
"What I meant to say was . . . " and "I can tell I said that wrong.. . " 

"What I om hearing [from 
parents] is that one of the 
secrets is to find a key 
that fits in the lock, that 
fits the child. . . . And 
different kids have different 
locks . . . that are going to 
get them into a groove." 

- Dr. Me1 Levine 
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Best-Bet Strategies to 
Resolve a Conflict in 
Progress 

Relax, don't do or say the 
first thing that comes to 
mind. 

Search for an alternative 
strategy. 

Select a best-bet verbal 
response. 

Select a best-bet behavioral 
response. 

Monitor effectiveness. 

Offer explicit directions for verbal openings. Tell the child to go to a classmate 
and ask if he may work on the project with her. Or provide general guidance, such as, 
"When working on your projects today, compliment your group members." 

Recognize the child's attempts at expression. Acknowledge nonverbal attempts 
to communicate feelings (e.g., facial expressions, sighs, and gestures). Encourage children 
to express their feelings in words, and help them by teaching vocabulary they can use 
to describe their feelings (e.g., happy, frustrated, sad, angry, excited, confused, and 
impatient). 

Make audio or video recordings and analyze them. Record the child speaking 
and review the recording with him or her. Discuss impressions-how the child thinks 
she sounds and how the child thinks others think she sounds. Explore ideas for varying 
language with peers and others. It is also helpful to tape television programs with character 
dialogues and analyze language segments with the child. 

Social Behaviors 
Talk to children about self-marketing. For example, discuss how clothing 
communicates something about you and how people may respond to the image that 
clothing creates. 

Discuss collaboration. Have children define the concept of collaboration. Ask them 
to explain what cooperation looks like (e.g., what people do when collaborating). 
Then give children opportunities to discuss actual collaborative efforts. At the end of a 
cooperative group activity, ask children to reflect on how working together helped them 
reach their goals or complete a task. 

Review careers in which collaboration and teamwork are critical for success. 
Draw attention to jobs and tasks in the real world that rely on people working together. 
Have children discuss what would happen if people did not work as a team in certain 
situations (e.g., teammates during a soccer game, firefighters during a fire, scientists at 
NASA during a launch). 

Use role playing. Assign children different roles (e.g., domineering, passive, cooperative) 
and have them work together on a task. At the end, engage children in a discussion of 
how well they collaborated and how it felt to play a particular role. 

Teach conflict resolution strategies. Model and practice strategies for resolving 
interpersonal problems without verbal or physical aggression; for example, settling a 
dispute without arguing, compromising on a plan of action, or seeking assistance 
from others. 

Preview or anticipate conflicts. Teach children strategies such as "stop and think" 
when a social problem or conflict arises. Brainstorm potentially problematic situations 
and generate suggestions for appropriate ways to avoid or resolve these situations. 

Suggest alternative behaviors. In private, engage children who tend to behave 
aggressively in discussions about their behavior. Help them develop alternative ways 
of dealing with the same problem in the future. 



Analyze non-verbal interactions. Play television tapes without the sound and analyze 
the interactions to help children learn to "read" the non-verbal cues of body language 
and facial expressions. Explicitly coach children about body positioning (e.g., how close 
to stand to someone, depending on the relationship). 

Develop political acumen. Help children identify the preferences of people with 
whom they want to foster positive relationships. For example, Ms. Smith likes it when 
students make informed and accurate statements about history; Pat, the student council 
president, responds with a smile when peers make eye contact, say "Hi," and use his 
name when passing him in the hallways. Encourage children to consider whether they 
feel comfortable making these types of positive social gestures. 

Provide children with guidelines for greeting people. Give children questions 
to ask themselves before initiating conversations, such as, "Have I ever interacted with 
this person and how did it go?" "What is the person doing and what can I add to what 
she is doing?" and "How is the person feeling?" 

Provide opportunities for sharing and cooperative work. For example, in the 
classroom, have children work together to make a bulletin board or mural. At home, 
have children and their siblings or friends build a model or bake cookies. 

Solve social problems. Pose problems or read stories in which the characters are faced 
with a social interaction dilemma. Ask children to solve the problem from each person's 
point of view. 

Provide children with guidelines for regulating their social control. Teach 
children to ask themselves questions during interactions, such as, "Does he not want to 
be around me because I act too bossy?" or "Did she not want to come over to my house 
because she didn't know me well enough?" 

Enhance children's understanding about verbal and behavioral indicators 
that suggest a relationship is not moving at an appropriate pace. Use models 
in stories and movies to portray the timely development of relationships in which peers 
do not expect too much from each other too quickly. 

For more strategies to 
address weaknesses with 
social cognition, refer to 
the Behovioml Complications, 
Feelings and Motivation, 
Language, and Student 
Output videos and guides 
in this library. 
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Background on Social Cognition 
Throughout the day, children interact with both peers and adults. The ability to develop 
and maintain positive interpersonal relationships is critical to a child's success in school 
and in life. Communicating and behaving appropriately in social situations depend on a 
child's social cognition. 

Problems in social cognition are not only 
among the most difficult for children 
to overcome, they are also among the 
least understood. Children who have 
social problems may fight often, make 
inappropriate comments, have a difficult 
time making friends, or incorrectly read 
nonverbal signals from peers. Others may 
be avoided by their peers or be picked 
on for their differences. Although some 
children may tell parents they don't care 
about their social plight, most children 
desire some degree of social success. As 
children grow into adolescence, social 
pressures may increase. Social cognition 
continues to play a role in adulthood, 
affecting the ability to work with others 
in a job or get along with neighbors. 

Nowhere are children's problems with 
social cognition more visible than in 
school, where privacy is minimal and 
students are constantly interacting with 
each other. Some students may have 
social problems independent of academic 
troubles. For others, social problems may 
relate to their differences in learning. Dr. 
Betty Osman, a specialist on differences 
in learning, has written extensively about 
the social difficulties of children with 
attention problems. For example, some 
students may blurt out an opinion at the 
wrong time without thinking about the 
effect it will have on classmates. Others 
may have difficulty self-monitoring social 
interactions--or "reading" accurately other 
people's reactions to them. These children 
may be perplexed when interactions do 
not go well. 

Dr. Me1 Levine, of All Kinds of Minds, 
divides social cognition into two broad 

areas: verbal pragmatics-the ability to use 
and understand language within social 
situations-and social behaviors. Within 
verbal pragmatics, there are five functions. 
The first, communication and interpretation 
of feelings, involves conveying feelings 
through language and correctly under- 
standing another speaker's feelings. 
Children who have difficulty with this skill 
may sound angry when they are not or 
unintentionally antagonize others when 
asking them for something. Or children 
may incorrectly feel, for example, that 
someone speaking to them is being critical 
when the person did not intend this tone. 

Code switching, the second language 
function of verbal pragmatics, involves 
speaking appropriately for the context. 
It means, for example, a child knowing 
how to speak differently to a teacher than 
to a peer or to a younger sibling. Children 
who have difficulty in this area may use 
words that are too technical or sophisticated 
when speaking with peers. The third 
function, topic selection and maintenance, 
involves knowing what is appropriate to 
talk about and for how long. Some children 
may make comments that are too personal 
or otherwise embarrassing during a class 
discussion, or they may continue on a 
topic too long. 

The fourth function, humor regulation, 
entails knowing when it is appropriate 
to make a joke, making it in the right 
context, and acknowledging others' 
attempts at humor. Conversational 
technique, the fifth function of verbal 
pragmatics, involves knowing how to 
engage in the give and take of verbal 
interactions. It means listening for the 
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response and input of others and not 
dominating a conversation. 

Social behaviors focus on the nonverbal 
actions in social situations. Dr. Levine 
separates them into nine functions. The 
first, self-marketing, involves developing 
and displaying an image that is appealing 
to others, primarily through the way a 
child dresses and behaves. The second 
function, social information processing, 
entails figuring out the true meaning or 
agenda in a social encounter, such as being 
aware when someone is trying to be kind 
or critical. Collaboration, the third 
function, involves working and playing 
in a cooperative manner, without conflict. 

The fourth social behavior function, 
initiation technique, involves knowing 
how to form a relationship or enter into 
a social activity. It means making friends 
easily without being too aggressive. Social 
control regulation, the fifth function, 
centers around maintaining the right 
balance of give and take when relating 
to others, being neither too dominant 
nor too passive. Timing and staging of 
relationships, the sixth function, enables 
children to have a sense of when it is 
acceptable to do what in a relationship. 
It involves pacing interactions well and 
not being too intense or aggressive in 
new relationships. 

Social conceptualization, the seventh 
social behavior function, entails under- 
standing the meaning of different kinds 
of relationships. Children who have 
difficulty in this area may not understand 
what friendship consists of or requires. 
Conflict resolution, the eighth function, 
involves handling interpersonal 
disagreements without aggression and 
knowing how to compromise. Political 
acumen, the ninth function, refers to 
how well children can nurture positive 
relationships with people who are 
important or influential in their lives, 
such as teachers, mentors, or peer leaders. 

Adults can help children who are having 
difficulty in social cognition. Clinical 
psychologist Dr. Robert Brooks says adults 
should empathize with children and try 
to imagine how a child is feeling. Once 
adults see how a child views the world, 
they can work with the child to better 
understand his or her difficulties. Priscilla 
Vail, an expert in differences in learning, 
emphasizes that academics can suffer when 
children become upset by their negative 
social interactions. Parents and teachers 
can alleviate emotional stress associated 
with social difficulties by providing a safe, 
supportive environment and listening to 
their children's worries. 

Increasingly, research is showing that 
children can be given the tools to improve 
socially, in a similar way to learning 
strategies to improve writing or math. 
A study conducted by University of Hawaii 
special education professor Dr. Mary Anne 
Prater showed that students who were 
given direct instruction improved their 
listening, problem solving, and negotiating 
-all skills that are needed socially. For 
example, teachers taught students that 
listening requires facing the teacher and 
making eye contact. When students were 
asked during role play whether they 
were listening, those who responded 
affirmatively had to explain the ways in 
which they were listening well. Students 
who were taught the same skills in less 
experiential ways, such as through a 
discussion about the nature of good 
social skills, did not do as well. 

Richard Lavoie, a teacher and consultant 
in special education, recommends a strategy 
called a social autopsy. In this process, an 
adult works alongside a child with social 
cognition problems to jointly analyze 
social errors made by the child. Together, 
they develop alternative strategies for the 
child to try. The procedure works best if it 
is taught to all the adults who have regular 
contact with a child. With the help of these 
adults, children are able to participate in 

Helping Children 
Overcome Problems 
with Social Cognition 

Encourage a popular child 
to help a child who is being 
rejected. 

Establish a school-wide 
policy of severe 
consequences for verbal 
and physical abuse of 
students with poor social 
skills-and all students. 

Encourage students to 
develop their own talents. 
When possible, emphasize 
a student's strengths that 
others might respect. 

Explicitly teach students 
the vocabulary of social 
interactions so they can 
analyze themselves. 

Develop short-term as 
well as long-term goals 
for children with social 
problems so they do not 
become discouraged that 
improvement takes time. 
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several social autopsies-in different 
settings-during the course of a day. 
Children are then more likely to generalize 
strategies for improving social cognition 
to different life situations. 

Dr. Levine and his colleagues suggest that 
students may benefit from seeing what 
healthy social interactions look like by 
watching movies and reading books. 
Students should be taught that social 
cognition involves a form of problem 
solving even more dynamic and 
instantaneous than figuring out a math 
equation. Children who have a tendency 
to be aggressive in social situations 
need to understand how emotions play 
a part in their reaction. They may benefit 
from using such strategies as previewing 
before responding. 

Adults can help children find areas in 
which to excel that will both use their 
strengths and be respected by other 
children. Identifying, building up, and 
using strengths in sports, artistic endeavors, 
or in mechanical skills may enhance a 
child's social well-being. Parents and 
teachers need to give children hope that 
they can overcome or work around social 
difficulties. Most of all, children shouldn't 
be made to feel inadequate if they are 
awkward socially. Dr. Levine points out 
that some children may not want to be 
social, but it's important that parents and 
teachers ensure that children are socially 
adept enough to have the option of 
choosing whether or not to be social. 
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Resources 

Below is a list of resources offering more 
information about social cognition and its 
impact on the school-age child's social and 
academic life. 

Web Sites 

All Kinds of Minds 
http://allkindsofrninds.org Explores how 

children's verbal and social skills can affect 

their school experience. The Llbrary section of 

the slte includes case studies and articles such 

as "What's Seen on the Social Scene" by Dr. 

Me1 Levine. The site's LearningBase offers further 

guldance and references for teachers and 

parents in the feature, "Learning to Relate 
to Others." 

ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading, English, 

and Communication (ERIC/REC) 

http://eric.indiana.edu Offers a large 

collection of educational articles regarding the 

development of children's social abilities; 

search the database to locate articles for parents, 

teachers, counselors, and children. 

LD Online 

www.ldonline.org Links to advice from 

experts, articles and other resources on the 

topic of social cognition. See the LD in Depth 

section of the site to find archived articles 

under "Social." 

Nonverbal Learning Disorder (NLD) 

www.nldontheweb.org Gives state by state 

resources, other Internet links, and a library 
of topics covering nonverbal learning issues, 

lncludlng socialization difficulties. 

Office of Special Education Programs 

www.ed.gov/offices/OSERS/OSEP/index.html 

Offers fact sheets outlining the Importance 

of instruction for improving social abilities, 

as well as some key variables to  consider in 

the classroom; links to other resources for 

children, their families, and teachers. 

Schwab Learning 
www.schwablearning.org Gives families 

information for identifying and managing 

differences in learnlng and resources for 
connecting with others; provides information 

in both Spanish and English. 

Articles and Pamphlets 

DeGeorge, Katherine. Friendship and Stories. 
Intervention in School and Clinic 33, no. 3 
Uanuary 1998):157-162. Proposes ways to use 
children's literature in teaching children how 

to begm and maintain fr~endships; available 

online at www.ldonline.org/ld-indepth/ 

teaching~techniques/ch~ldlit~socskills.html 

Katz, Lilian G., and Diane E. McClellan. 

Fostering Children's Social Competence: 

The Teacher's Role. Washington, D.C.: 
National Association for the Education of 

Young Children, 1997. Presents ways 

teachers can foster children's social 

competence. Teacher's experiences and 

illustrations are provided. Text is available 

online (as item #ED413073) through the 

ERIC Database mentioned under Web Sites. 

McIntosh, Ruth, S. Vaughn, and N. Zaragoza. 

A Review of Social Interventions for 

Students with Learning Disabilities. Journal 
of Learning Disabilities 24, no. 8 (October 1991): 

451-466. Explores results of a study on 

effectiveness of social skill interventions 

on children (of different age groups) with 

differences in learning; available online 

(as item #EJ437709) through the ERIC 

Database mentioned above. 

Begel, Ann. Learning the Language 

of Relationships. Learning Disabilities 

Association Newsbriefs (MayiJune, 1998). 

Highlights the foundations of soclal skills, 

with special emphasis on communication and 
relationships. Full text is available at 

www.ldonline.org/ld~indepth/social~sk~lls/ 

language-relatlonships.htm1 
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F C R  i 3~ 
Social Cognition 

Books 

Brooks, Robert, and Sam Goldstein. Raising 

Resilient Children. Chicago, IL: 

Contemporary Books, 2001. Offers advice for 
parents based on research on resilience: how 
some children can overcome the odds whlle 
others don't learn to cope as well; describes 
etfectlve strategies for parents to provide a 
positive learning and social environment for 
their children. 

Campbell, Pam, and Gary N. Siperstein. 
lmproving Social Competence: A Resource 

for Elementary School Teachers. Boston, 
MA: Allyn & Bacon, 1994 Helps teachers 
develop the knowledge and slulls necessary 
to support their students' soclal functioning 
in the classroom. 

Csoti, Marianna. People Skills for Young 

Adults. London, England: Jessica Kingsley 
Publishers, 1999. A curriculum to lmprove 
social cognition of adolescents, including 
those with mlld learning differences; contains 
teacher materials and reproducible sheets for 
students; addresses relationships, self- 
confidence, assertiveness, and listening. 

Duke, Marshall, Elisabeth Martin, and Steven 
Nowiclu, Jr. Teaching Your Child the 

Language of Social Success. Atlanta, GA: 
Peachtree Publishers, 1996. Shows parents and 
educators how to offer children the tools they 
need to establish and maintain relationships; 

addresses verbal and non-verbal communication. 

Giler, Janet. Socially ADDept: A Manual for 

Parents of Children with ADHD and/or 

Learning Disabilities. Santa Barbara, CA: C.E.S., 
2000. Helps parents instruct their children in 
the hidden rules for communication that result 
in rewarding friendships. Workbook format 
guides parents through suggested dialogues 
and a senes of exercises that will address teasing, 
body language, humor, and group dynamics. 

Hallowell, Edward. Connect. New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1999. Demonstrates the 
importance of connecting with other people 
and having the skills to do so. This book 
suggests that interpersonal connections can 
influence mental and physical health. 

Knapczyk, Dennis, and Paul Rodes. Teaching 

Social Competence: A Practical Approach 

for lmproving Social Skills in Students at 

Risk. Pacific Grove, CA : BrooksICole 
Publishing Co., 1996. Outlines ways to assess 
behavior and possible interventions for 
children who struggle socially. Designed to 
support teachers in training. 

Levme, Melvln D. A Mind at a Time. New 
York: Simon and Schuster, 2002. Familiarizes 
the general public wlth the author's eight 
constructs (called "capabilities" in the book); 
provides real life stories of children, adolescents, 
and adults who have struggled with their 
neurodevelopmental profiles. The book also 
describes systematic approaches to dealing 
with differences in learning, and ~t concludes 
with chapters on what ideal homes and 
schools should be doing to foster the 
optlmal development ot all kinds of minds. 

Levine, Melvin D. Developmental Variations 

and Learning Disorders, Zd ed. Cambridge, 
MA: Educators Publishing Service, 1998. Offers 
comprehensive information about develop- 
mental variations in children that can lead to 
learning difficulties, and explores research 
from dltferent daciplines; useful for clinicians, 

educators, and parents. 

Levine, Melvln D. Educational Care, Zd ed. 

Cambridge, MA: Educators Publishing Service, 
2002. Covers key themes In academic perform- 
ance. The book is intended to be a practical 
guide to the understanding and collaborative 
management of differences in learning. For each 
topic, there are recommendations regarding what 
needs to be done at home and in school to 
help a struggling child or adolescent succeed. 

Marano, Hara Estroff. Why Doesn't Anybody 

Like Me? A Guide to Raising Socially 

Confident Kids. New York: William Morrow & 

Co., 1998. Social success is one of the greatest 
determinants of a child's being happy in 
school. This book stresses play as a venue for 
developing social cognition and highlights 
what parents can do to help their children 
improve social interactions. 

McGinnis, Ellen, and Arnold P Goldstein 
Skillstreaming the Elementary School 

Child: New Strategies and Perspectives for 

Teaching Prosocial Skills. Champaign, IL 
Research Press, 1997 Offers strategies to help 
children survive In a number of social situations 
including the classroom, making frlends, 
understanding the11 own and other's feelings, 
alternatives to aggression, and dealing with 
stress Student manuals, assessment forms, 
skill cards, and video also available through 
the publisher 

Osman, Betty. No One to Play With. 

Novato, CA: Academlc Therapy Publicat~ons, 
1996. Provldes real life stories of parents 
whose children are having trouble navigating 
the social scene. Many strategies are suggested. 

Richardson, Rita. Connecting with Others: 

Lessons for Teaching Social and Emotional 

Competence: Grades 3-5. Champaign, IL: 
Research Press, 1996. Helps students learn to be 
sensitwe to one another, respect differences, and 
resolve conflicts peacefully; organized In an 
easy-to-use curriculum format for teachers. 
Versions available for children in grades K-2 
and 6-8. 

Audio and Videotapes 

All Kmds of Minds. Sorry, This Seat is Saved: 

Social Failure and Rejection in Childhood 

(audio). Part of the Rrnchzng Minds audiotape 
series. In t h ~ s  tape, Drs. Melvln Levme and Steven 
Asher discuss ways to support the child with 
weak social cogrution Ordering information 
is online at www allkindsofminds.org 

Lavoie, Richard. Last One Picked . . . First 

One Picked On: Learning Disabilities and 

Social Skills (video). Offers teachers and 

parents guidelines for supporting the soaal 
development of children. A PBS video can be 

ordered online at. www.ldonline.org/ 
1d~storellavoie~lastone 

Sunburst Video. Learning Relationship Skills 

(video). Addresses communication, body 
language, assertiveness, conflict resolution, 
and healthy relationships. A simple outline 
makes this an easy referral tool for children; 

available for purchase at www.sunburst.com 
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Resources for Children 
and Adolescents 

LD Online--Kidzone 

www.Idonline.org/kidzone/speak_up 
Provides kids with tlps on getting along better 

in school, as well as an  online bulletin board 

called "Just for Kids " 

Roman, Trevor Cliques, Phonies, & Other 

Baloney. Mlnneapohs, M N  Free Spir~t 

Publishmg, 1998 Prov~des practical advice to 

children ages 9-12 on how to form posltive 

relatlonsh~ps, explains with humor what 
cliques are and why they continue to exlst 

Crary, El~zabeth. I Want to Play (Children's 

Problem Solving Book). Seattle, WA: 

Parenting Press, 1996. Explores alternative ways 

to make friends and the possible consequences 

of particular actions; appropriate for ages 4-8. 

Levine, Melvin D. All Kinds of Minds. 

Cambridge, MA: Educators Publishing Service, 
1993. Written for a children ages 7-11, this 

book clearly outlines the neurological reasons 

for learning differences and their effect on  l~ fe  

at home and at school. 

Levine, Melvin D Jarvis Clutch, Social Spy. 

Cambridge, MA. Educators Publ~shlng 

Service, 2001. Helps students learn about the 

components of soclal cognition J a m s  Clutch, 

a very amusing and personable 14-year-old 

mlddle-school student, spies on his classmates 

and makes observations regardmg their social 
hves and abi l~t~es  Dr Me1 Levine prov~des 

ongolng commentary and introduces students 
to the many aspects of soclal cognition (such 

as code switching, self-marketmg, conflict 
resolution, and conversat~on). Students get 

an opportunity to rate then own social 

cognltlve ab~llties at the end of the book 

Levine, Melvin D Keeping A Head in School. 

Cambridge, MA: Educators Publishing Service, 

1990. Helps children ages 11 and older 

understand and appreciate then own distinct 

learning profiles; offers different ways to bypass 

or strengthen weaker functions. 

Levine, Melvm D , Carl Swartz, and Melissa 

Wakely. The Mind That's Mine. Cambridge, 

MA: Educator Publishmg Servlce, 1997. Helps 

young chlldren discover what goes on Inside 

their brains when they are thmklng and 

learning, ava~lable at: www.alllandsofmmds.org 
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